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CA Moves Closer to 
Western-Wide Grid 

 
The governor’s Oct. 7 autograph on SB 

350—which mandates a 50 percent 
renewable standard, aims for a 40 percent 
cut in greenhouse gases and a doubling of 
building energy efficiency by 2030—
eliminates a key hurdle to the state grid 
operator expanding into a regional 
transmission authority. In addition to laying 
California’s final foundational climate 
protection stone, the new statute directs the 
California Independent System Operator to 
transform into a multi-state organization. 

Many consider that the regional stage 
was set before SB 350’s passage, specifically 
by the California Independent System 
Operator’s quickly growing Energy 
Imbalance Market.  

“The imbalance market is the way to 
begin a regional organization,” said V. John 
White, Center for Energy Efficiency & 
Renewable Technologies executive director. 

“The EIM is widely being seen as a 
stepping stone to the next level for those 
[balancing authorities] that wish to make 
the leap,” pointed out Gary Ackerman, 
Western Power Trading Forum executive 
director. 

CAISO launched its energy imbalance 
market with PacifiCorp last November. NV 
Energy is joining next month. APS and Puget 
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Sound expect to join in late 2016. Portland 
General Electric and Idaho Power recently 
announced they are seriously considering 
becoming partners too.   

Known outside California as the 
“Western EIM,” it’s a real-time 15-minute 
market that provides a far wider network of 
fossil and renewable resources to 
automatically fill in short-term power gaps 
across the region at lower costs. The 
partners use CAISO’s real time energy 
service as needed. It currently operates in 
California and parts of Oregon, Washington, 
Utah, Idaho and Wyoming.  

ooking beyond the western-wide 
imbalance market, which is a small 
share of the market, many 

continue to urge an end to the balkanization 
of the Western transmission system with its 
38 balancing authorities. 

“Much greater cooperation and 
coordination is needed within the 
Northwest and across the West in general,” 
said Rachel Shimshak, Renewable 
Northwest executive director.   

She is “agnostic” as to which entity does 
just that. 

The expansion of the CAISO imbalance 
market with many private and public 
entities lined up weakens the prospects of 
the presumed competitor, the Northwest 
Power Pool Market. 

There is still a lot of support for the 
Power Pool, but it was noticeably weakened 
recently when Portland General Electric, a 
major player, and Idaho Power, withdrew 
from the pool’s Market Assessment & 
Coordination Committee. The committee 
has been developing a regional imbalance 
market. 

“In the end, the reduced resource 
footprint available among participants in 
the [pool’s market committee] initiative 
shifted the economic value for our 
customers to favor us moving instead 
toward the western EIM,” stated Jim Piro, 

Portland General Electric’s president and 
chief executive officer. 

Another key variable in the emerging 
CAISO-led regional grid will be PacifiCorp’s 
study on the cost and benefits of joining the 
grid operator’s much larger day-ahead 
market. If that comes to fruition, it would be 
a big step forward towards a Western 
regional balancing authority.  

How big a move depends on how many 
other utilities in the Northwest and West 
follow in the footsteps of one of the largest 
utilities in the region outside of California. 

At this stage of the game, however, it 
may not be an either or proposition. Both an 
expanded CAISO and Northwest balancing 
authority could work side by side and/or 
potentially be linked.  

“I believe that eventually, over a number 
of years, the motivation for joining a larger 
organized market will be compelling,” 
Ackerman said. He added that the smaller 
control areas “will realize that balancing 
their own grids for a given level of 
renewable energy penetration will be less 
costly doing such with a larger system. It’s a 
simple matter of economics.” 

Furthermore, the transmission market 
may not be limited to two balancing 
authorities.  

“It is not at all unusual that there could 
be multiple markets in an interconnect as 
large as the Western Interconnection. The 
Eastern Interconnection ably illustrates this 
point.” said Robert Cromwell, Seattle Light’s 
director of the utility’s Power Contracts and 
Resource Acquisitions Division. Seattle is a 
partner in the Northwest pool’s market 
assessment committee. 

Ackerman pointed out that the 
Sacramento Municipal Utilities District has a 
well-functioning balancing authority within 
the California grid operator’s territory. 
There is no reason the same couldn’t be 

(Continued on page 5) 
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Capitalizing Energy Efficiency

 
By Cynthia Mitchell 

Matt Golden’s Sept. 25, 
2015, Guest Juice “New Laws 
a Needed Energy Efficiency 
Paradigm Shift” is certainly a 
cause for celebration. Golden 
claims SB 350 and AB 802 
essentially double 
California’s energy efficiency 
goals. If California could 
double actual new efficiency savings, this 
would be an amazing advance from the 
state’s decade-plus accomplishments of 
incremental savings and borderline-
effectiveness.1   

To get there California will need to do 
something other than rely on voluntary 
consumer uptake of efficiency via rebates 
and incentives. Consumers require short 
paybacks, and have many competing needs 
for their money and time.2   

                                                 
1 www.chickenomicsinc.com, link: “Talkin’ 
Chickenomics”.  “A New Energy Efficiency Manifesto: 
California Needs a More Integrated, Cost-Effective 
Approach”, Electricity Policy.com,  November 2014; 
C, Mitchell comments for TURN California Energy 
Commission Commissioner Workshop on Governor’s 
2030 Efficiency Goal, Monday July 6, 2015. See also 
TURN comments CPUC  R. 13-11-005 Phase 2 Energy 
Efficiency, April 13, 2015, and R. 14-10-003, 
Distributed Energy Resources, May 15, 2015. See 
CPUC R.13-11-005 Proposed Decision Energy 
Efficiency Goals for 2016 and Beyond and Energy 
Efficiency Rolling Portfolio Mechanics, August 18, 
2015. 
 
2 McKinsey & Company, “Unlocking Energy Efficiency 
in the US Economy”, 2009, summarized experience 
across the U.S. Residential customers require a 2 to 3 
year payback (McKinsey at 9) while commercial 
customers require a 3.6 year payback (McKinsey at 
58) and industrial sites 18 months to three years 
(McKinsey at 81.) The CPUC’s “Energy Efficiency 
Potential and Goals Study for 2015 and Beyond Stage 

Households, businesses, 
and industries generally don’t 
buy and/or finance the bigger 
efficiency projects because it 
may take up to ten years to 
recoup investment cost. 
That’s why California’s 
decade-plus efficiency 
accomplishments, especially 

for existing buildings, generally are built on 
millions of compact and linear fluorescent 
lamps. 

While SB 350 ups the ante (and AB 802 
potentially takes us backward a little in true 
incremental efficiency resources), to get the 
necessary greenhouse gas emissions 
reductions  we need new transaction 
structures to rally investment behind 
efficiency in capital markets. Over time, 20-
30+ years out, we can reduce building loads 
by 25-40 percent by creating long-term 
investment opportunities when efficiency is 
viewed as a persistent and measureable 
resource. Utilities then could count on the 
negawatts from building retrofits just as 
much as they do the megawatts they get 
under power purchase agreements with 
generators today.  

he Utility Reform Network and 
the Natural Resources Defense 
Council have proposed just this: 

that the California Public Utilities 
Commission test the concept with pilot 
projects in residential and commercial 
building markets. The commission has not 
yet taken up these ideas in either its 

                                                                       
1 Final Report”, September 25, 2015, pages 57-60, 
confirms this in its forecast of consumer financing on 
efficiency savings providing some, but not significant 
additional savings. 
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efficiency or distributed energy resources 
proceedings.  

Such pilots need to be brought to the 
fore now to ease California out of its old 
efficiency paradigm.   

The California Energy Commission’s 
September 2015 AB 758 Existing Buildings 
Efficiency Action Plan states that the vast 
majority of additional SB 350 efficiency 
savings will result from investments and 
behavioral changes made by consumers and 
businesses outside of any incentive 
programs.3 The order of magnitude for 
untapped “economic efficiency” is 
impressive, and offers a very affordable 
pathway for reaching California’s aggressive 
climate goals.4  Getting there will require 
courage from regulators and utilities to 
enable entrepreneurs and market capital to 
undertake the path-breaking work needed 
to create a new stream of investment that 
unleashes efficiency on par with the 
explosive growth of solar energy, energy 
storage, and electric vehicles, in California. 

o truly leverage these legislative 
changes to create a fundamental 
shift in California’s approach to 

energy efficiency, means that the SB 350 
and AB 802 provisions for meter-based 
savings measurement, in field existing 
condition building baselines, and meter-
measured performance payments have to 
go beyond reliance on voluntary consumer 
uptake of efficiency. If not, the result will be 

                                                 
3 CEC “California’s Existing Buildings Energy 
Efficiency Action Plan”, page 
26,http://www.energy.ca.gov/ab758/ 

 
4 CPUC  “Energy Efficiency Potential and Goals Study 
for 2015 and Beyond”, Figure ES-2: Statewide 
Technical, Economic and Cumulative Natural Gas 
Potential 
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/PUC/energy/Energy+Effici
ency/Energy+Efficiency+Goals+and+Potential+Studi
es.htm 
 

a complex and convoluted rearranging of 
the current efficiency deck chairs.5  

For instance, SB 350’s authorization of 
pay for performance programs linking 
incentives to meter-measured energy 
savings may still be viewed by utilities as 
incentive based and customer financed. If 
so, California can still expect to run into 
consumers’ general need for short payback 
on efficiency investments.6 This is a far cry 
from getting to a true pay for performance 
distributed energy services contract 
structure where large capital markets 
support efficiency investments – bundled 
with demand response, storage, solar, and 
electric vehicles – that create long-term 
savings streams (20-30 years).   

Also, a move to in field condition 
baselines, versus the current to code 
baselines, means the utilities’ efficiency 
goals will need to be adjusted downward to 
avoid double counting savings from the 
codes and standards savings “bucket” and 
the utility voluntary program savings 
“bucket”.7 This likely will drive up overall 
efficiency spending since utility efficiency 
accounting now credits the utilities with the 
codes and standards efficiency savings at 
very little cost.  

With the annual $1 billion a year 
efficiency portfolios at best breaking even 
on cost effectiveness – in which, one dollar 

                                                 
5California’s demand forecast and planning for 
energy resource acquisition via energy efficiency has 
three components or “buckets”: codes and standards, 
naturally-occurring or price driven or “industry 
standard practice” effects, and utility voluntary 
programs – with the latter supposedly delivering 
additional efficiency.  
 
6 Ibid 2. Note that generation, transmission, and 
distribution energy investments are all funded over 
long-terms and with competitive “institutional” 
market capital. 
 
7 Ibid 6. 
 

T 
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spent on efficiency in current portfolios 
returns one dollar in efficiency savings – 
costs should not be more than the current 
spending/savings ratio. In other words, 
valuing efficiency savings at the cost of 
generation, transmission, and distribution 
means a cost-effectiveness ratio of 1.0 is as 
low as we should go.8  This creates pressure 
to game the savings, in part via SB 350’s 
provision for meter-based savings 
measurement, by claiming all load and 
consumption building reductions are utility 
efficiency program-related, so as to boost 
efficiency savings claims.  

t’s time to refine our current 
efficiency voluntary customer 
investment construct into something 

that can deliver larger results and move 
post haste to create long-term, large capital 
market investment opportunities in 
efficiency. This is the kind of response 
California should demand to ensure that the 
governor’s January goal of doubling the 
efficiency in existing buildings is real, 
sustained and even surpassed. 

—Cynthia Mitchell is a 40-year veteran 
energy economist and utility consumer 

advocate, and consultant for The Utility 
Reform Network. 

 
Regionalizing CAISO 
(Continued from page 2) 

done with a contingent of Northwest Power 
Pool entities that want to maintain some 
autonomy, he added. 

Regardless, the biggest issue going 
forward with regionalizing CAISO is 
governance and how it is structured.  

                                                 
8 My analysis for TURN finds the utilities’ efficiency 
portfolios with a cost-effectiveness ratio of less than 
1.0.  See R.14-10-003, [iDSM] Opening Responses of 
TURN to the AC and ALJ ruling Requesting 
Responses to Questions, May 15, 2015, p. 7, FN 8. 

 

“There needs to be room for diversity,” 
said White. “Everyone doesn’t need to go to 
church the same day.” 

Part and parcel of governance also are 
protections against market gaming and 
avoiding a repeat of the 2000-01 energy 
crisis. 

The crisis “is still a potent memory,” for 
Northwestern utilities, Shimshak noted. 

A governance blueprint is expected to be 
the subject of legislation in California’s 
upcoming legislative session. 

—Elizabeth McCarthy 
 

 
 

What They’re Saying: 
 

“If PacifiCorp and CAISO decide to tie the knot 
and combine their systems, the gravitational 
pull on the rest of the energy network in the 
West will be profound.” Carl Zichella, Natural 
Resources Defense Council’s director for 
Western transmission.  
 
“If a robust EIM performs as promised and 
expected, it will help solve a lot of problems, 
including each utility having so many individual 
resources.” Rachel Shimshak, Renewable 
Northwest’s executive director. 
 
 
 

Brown Signs AB 350 
 

Against the backdrop of a smoggy 
downtown Los Angeles skyline, Gov. Jerry 
Brown signed SB 350 Oct. 7. He said the 
new law will help address worldwide 
climate change as well as reduce 
unhealthful air pollution in California. 

Brown said the new law—which calls 
for 50 percent renewable electricity by 
2030—sets the state on “a long march” to 

I 
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decarbonize its economy, which has been 
built upon oil and other fossil fuels. 

“We’re talking about the big world, 
climate catastrophe, and the local,” said 
Brown noting that the law not only will cut 
carbon emissions, but also smog-forming 
emissions of nitrogen oxide and soot. 

“California is laying the groundwork for 
a healthier and more sustainable future for 
all of our families,” said Sen. Kevin de León 
(D-Los Angeles), who co-authored the 
measure. 

SB 350 includes a number of provisions. 
Key parts of the new law: 

x Require the state power industry to 
go to 50 percent renewable energy 
by 2030; 

x Seek to double energy efficiency in 
buildings; 

x Pave the way for the California 
Integrated System Operator to 
become a multi-state western 
regional transmission organization 
to even out the flow of electricity and 
make it easier to integrate higher 
levels of renewable power into the 
grid;  

x Call on the California Public Utilities 
Commission—in cooperation with 
Air Resources Board and Energy 
Commission—to direct electric 
utilities to file plans to ramp up 
electric transportation enough to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions 40 
percent below 1990 levels by 2030 

and 80 percent below 1990 levels by 
2050. 

x Direct the CPUC to give equal weight 
to the “best fit” attribute of 
renewable energy projects as now 
given to the “least cost” attribute 
when it comes to utility power 
procurement planning. 

ll the pieces are now in place. 
Greenhouse gas targets will 
drive grid planning,” said V. 

John White, Center for Energy Efficiency & 
Renewable Technologies executive director. 
That includes avoiding overbuilding the 
natural gas-powered fleet. 

“Now the work begins for the CPUC and 
other agencies to work together to evolve in 
this new direction,” White added. 

“We stand ready to help deliver additional 
renewable energy and energy efficiency in a 
way that manages costs for our customers, 
ensures the safety and reliability that they 
expect and deserve, and creates a model 
program for other states and nations to 
follow,” said Geisha Williams, president of 
Pacific Gas & Electric’s electric division. 

A part of SB 350 to require a 50 percent 
reduction in petroleum use by 2030 was 
dropped in the final push to pass the 
legislation amid stiff opposition from 
Republicans and moderate Democrats. 

—William J. Kelly 
 

 

 
 

CAISO’s Proposed 2016 Budget 
 

The California Independent System Operator previewed a largely static proposed 2016 budget Oct. 8.  
Under it, the grid operator’s core spending for operations and maintenance would rise from $165.1 
million in 2015 to $169.3 million in 2016. Chief sources of revenue would drop from $198.5 million this 
year to $195.3 million next year. Additional revenue would come from the growing energy imbalance 
market, in which income from administrative charges would rise from $1.6 million to $2.5 million, with 
$8.3 million in additional income from such activities as reviewing and approving large generator 
interconnection projects and preparing intermittent resource forecasts. The proposed fiscal plan marks 

“A 
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the continuation of a trend at the grid operator since 2007, in which the budget has grown an average of 
about 0.3 percent annually. Today, overall grid operator spending is down 18 percent from its peak in 
2003. 
 

 

CAISO’s 2016 Revenue Requirement Proposal 
(In Millions of $) 

Activity 2016 2015 Change 
O & M $169.3 $165.1 $4.2 

Debt Service $16.9 $16.9 - 
Cash Funded 

Capital 
$24.0 $30.0 ($6.0) 

Other Costs & 
Revenues 

($10.8) ($9.4) ($1.4) 

Operating Cost 
Reserve 

Adjustment 

($4.1) ($4.1) - 

Total Revenue 
Requirement 

$195.3 $198.5 ($3.2) 

Transmission 
Volume in TWh 

242.7 248.5 (5.8) 

Bundled Grid 
Management 

Charge in $/MWH 

$0.805 $0.799 $0.006 

 
 

 
LADWP Efficiency Gains Ahead of Schedule 

The Los Angeles Department of Water & 
Power’s energy efficiency program saved 
almost 167,000 MWh of electricity in its 
2014-15 fiscal year ending June 30, 
according to a report presented to the 
muni’s board Oct. 6. 

y 2020, energy efficiency will 
be 15 percent of supply 
needs,” said David Jacot, muni 

director of energy efficiency. 
Meanwhile, in the latest fiscal year, 

according to Jacot, savings from efficiency 
programs were running 7 percent ahead of 
the muni’s official target. 

However, the muni lost revenue on 
energy sales as a result of the savings from 
its efficiency program, noted Jeff Peltola, 
department chief financial officer. 

To make up for lost revenue, he said, the 
department needs to collect from its 
customers in the coming year more than 
$40 million under its variable energy 
adjustment factor. This will allow it to 
recover the cost of producing negawatts. 

Portola noted, however, that the extra 
collection would still mark a savings over 
buying the equivalent amount of megawatts 
to supply its customers with energy. 

—William J. Kelly

“B 
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Republicans Still Try to Shield Coal from EPA Rule 
The cost of the 

Environmental Protection 
Agency’s Clean Power Plan 
was once again the focus 
of the House Energy & 
Commerce’s 
Subcommittee on Energy 
& Power.  During an Oct. 7 
hearing, the Republican committee heads 
insisted the new emission standards for 
coal-fired power plants were too costly and 
will drive up electricity rates at a time when 
the economy is less than robust. 

“The existing source rule’s aggressive 
deadlines would necessitate potentially 
costly compliance measures before we 
know whether the rule will survive judicial 
scrutiny,” said Rep. Ed Whitfeld (R-KY), 
chair of the Subcommittee on Energy & 
Power. 

Rep. Fred Upton (R-MI) claimed the new 
rule is forcing states to “either devote 
significant state resources to develop a state 
plan in response to a rule that is likely to be 
struck down by the courts, or become 
subject to mandatory federal controls in 
less than a year after the rule’s publication.” 

Janet McCabe, acting EPA assistant 
administrator for air & radiation, pointed 
out that federal and state clean energy 
policies, along with the market, are driving 
down carbon pollution. “The Clean Power 
Plan adds to and accelerates this ongoing 
momentum, putting us on pace to cut this 
dangerous pollution to historically low 
levels, while driving the innovation that has 
always allowed America to grow our 
economy – and export clean technologies – 
while cutting pollution.” 

 She added that the plan is estimated to 
create climate and health benefits between 
$34 and $54 billion. 

 The Clean Power Plan 
is expect to be fully 
implemented by 2030, 
reducing carbon pollution 
from the power sector by 
32 percent below 2005 
levels.  

EPA’s contentious plan 
gives states flexibility in how to reach 
emission reduction goals, including via state 
or multi-state plans. In addition, states can 
chose whether to comply via plant emission 
levels, known as the rate based standard, 
statewide emission levels, or a mass based 
standard. 

alifornia and a handful of other 
states are expected to easily reach 
the EPA reduction targets.  

The Golden State is ranked fifth among 
the states with the lowest projected 
emissions in 2030 compared to 2012 levels. 
The states with lower projected emissions 
are Idaho, Connecticut, Maine, and Rhode 
Island. 

Under the EPA’s “best system of 
emissions reduction,” the performance of a 
natural gas combined cycle unit is set at 
1,000 pounds of carbon dioxide/MWh. For 
new coal units, it’s 1,400 lbs. of CO2/MWh. 

According to the committee, there is 
only one operating coal plant that meets the 
coal emission standard. It is a 110 MW 
retrofitted Canadian plant. 

Concerns have been raised that the 
standard creates “‘a de facto ban,’ on new 
coal plants,” states the committee memo. 

EPA estimates its clean power plan will 
cost between $1.4 billion to $2.5 billion in 
2020 and $5.1 billion to $8.4 billion in 2030. 
Coal-fired electricity is projected to drop by 
up to 17 percent by 2025. 

C 
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Economic factors, however are driving 
the shutdowns of existing coal plants. 

Whitfield noted, “Today, with natural 
gas as cheap as it is, a ban on new coal may 

not seem so damaging, but circumstances 
may change.” 

—Elizabeth McCarthy 

 

NRC Faces Potential Budget Cuts 
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is 

under intense Congressional pressure to 
downsize its staff and operations as its 
workload regulating a moribund nuclear 
power industry declines. 

“There should be cuts in the budget 
commensurate with the workload 
reduction,” Sen. James Inhofe (R-OK) told 
NRC chair Stephen Burns and other agency 
commissioners during a hearing Oct. 7 by 
the Senate Environment & Public Works 
Committee. Inhofe chairs the panel. 

The Oklahoman told NRC 
commissioners that lawmakers so far have 
not been impressed with the results of 
agency’s Project AIM 2020, which seeks to 
“right size” the agency by better prioritizing 
work, streamlining processes, and working 
down a backlog of applications for reactor 
modifications and relicensing. 

en. Barbara Boxer (D-CA) 
complained about what she called 
“the slow pace at which the NRC is 

implementing measures intended to protect 
American nuclear plants in the wake of the 
earthquake, tsunami, and nuclear 
meltdowns that occurred in Japan in March 
2011.” She voiced concern that the agency 
may be sacrificing safety. 

Burns told the panel that his agency by 
2017 expects to clear out the application 
backlog which rose after it worked to 
enhance reactor safety standards in the 
wake of the Japanese nuclear meltdown. He 
said that effort slowed reactor relicensing 

and processing of reactor modification 
applications. 

He also said that under Project AIM 
2020, NRC is seeking ways to streamline 
administrative overhead related tasks, 
which represent 41 percent of its budget. 

The commission rolled out Project AIM 
2020 late last spring amid a declining 
number of nuclear reactors to regulate and 
a falling number of applications for new 
reactors and license renewals. The number 
of operating reactors, for instance, has 
fallen from 105 to 99 and license renewal 
applications have dropped by more than 40 
percent. 

That’s at a time, noted Sen. Shelley 
Moore Capito (R-WV), during which the 
agency’s budget increased. 

Other lawmakers complained that NRC 
has been slow to promote new modular 
nuclear reactors and other innovative 
designs at a time when carbon-free power 
sources are becoming more important in 
the face of global warming. Meanwhile, they 
complained that China, and potentially 
other nations, are moving to deploy the new 
nuclear energy technologies. 

The hearing came as funding for federal 
agencies in the current fiscal year remains 
uncertain as the government operates 
under a short-term continuing resolution in 
the absence of a full-year budget. The 
federal government also faces a debt ceiling 
limit that must be lifted as early as 
November. 

—William J. Kelly 
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Cap & Trade Revisions Envision Big Cuts by 2030 
California air regulators 

plan to amend the state’s 
carbon cap-and-trade 
program over the coming 
year to ratchet down on 
allowable greenhouse gas 
emissions between 2020 
and 2030. 

 Under an initial 
concept presented by the California Air 
Resources Board staff Oct. 2, emissions 
covered under cap-and-trade would decline 
by between 174.4 and 187.4 million metric 
tons of carbon dioxide equivalent over the 
10-year period. 

Cuts would come off the base of 
emissions covered by the program today of 
390.4 million metric tons. That’s a reduction 
of between 44.7 percent and 48 percent 
from that level as tallied in 2013, which is 
the latest annual data on carbon emissions 
available from the Air Board.  

The reductions are needed, according to 
the Air Board, to meet the state’s new 2030 
emissions target of cutting overall state 
emissions 40 percent from their 1990 level 
of 431 million metric tons. 

Other amendments the staff is planning 
would streamline administration of the 
regulatory program, as well as streamline 
its quarterly emissions rights auctions. 
 

* * * * * 
 

Proceeds from carbon emissions 
rights auctions in California are improving 
the environment of disadvantaged 
communities, according to an Oct. 5 report 
by the Greenlining Institute. 

The report, which 
largely focused on 10 
projects funded in 
disadvantaged communities 
through the state’s 
Greenhouse Gas Reduction 
Fund, found that in 2014-
2015 the fund provided 
$272 million to 

disadvantaged communities throughout the 
state. 

Among the accomplishments of the ten 
projects Greenlining examined, the report 
found they resulted in more than 2,000 
solar power systems for low-income 
families generating nearly 6 MW of power. 
In addition, they provide for 2,250 trees in 
disadvantaged communities, 400 new jobs, 
and replacing 600 old, highly polluting cars 
and trucks with clean electric or plug-in 
hybrid vehicles. 

SB 535, a law enacted in 2012, requires 
that 25 percent of the cap-and-trade money 
collected be used for greenhouse gas 
reduction projects in disadvantaged 
communities. The amount should top $500 
million in fiscal 2015-16, according to the 
report. 

—William J. Kelly 
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Change is in the Air
Dr. Wattson is investigating 

how much the climate and 
seasonal changes impact 
behavior. 

Take the governor, who 
along with his wife and top 
advisor, were videoed raising 
their heart rates by pedaling 
hard side by side earlier this week. The 
pedals, however, were outside the camera 
lens and below a bar countertop holding 
mugs of beer.The sipping and pedaling was 
accompanying by the signing of SB 530, 
which is in response to climate change, at 
least arguably.  

The bill by Sen. Richard Pan sets 
uniform rules and best practices for 
vehicles that hold up to 15 people that are 
powered by legs and beer–not polluting 
fossil fuels. According to the Sacramento 
Democrat, who pedaled and imbibed along 
with the governor et al, the pedicab and 
quadricycle industry is growing rapidly. 

“California should address regulation at 
a statewide level before there are any 
accidents or injuries, as have been reported 
in other states,” according to Pan. 

Also working its legs—and claws—was 
a cougar that climbed to the tippy top of a 
power pole. On a warmer than usual Sept. 
29 in the Southland, the mountain lion was 
cruising a Lucerne Valley neighborhood in 
full daylight. It quickly clawed its way to the 
top of the 35-foot high utility pole, but not 
in response to a warming planet. What 
drove the cougar out of its habitat and wits 
was a gaggle of school kids screaming at it, 
Wattson learned from an Associated Press 
report, not her spotting scope. 

The local birds were not amused by the 
cougar hanging out on their turf. 

“It was funny,” a neighbor, 
Jose Ruiz, told the Daily Press 
of Victorville. “It was like the 
one crow was saying, ‘Hey, 
you’re not a crow.’”    

The cougar was gone the 
next morning. 

It appears state 
regulators are being impacted by climate 
change in more ways than dockets. There 
has been lots of talk at the California Public 
Utilities Commission about the need for 
decisions and rulings to be in plain talk so 
the public can understand what is going on. 
However, in an Oct. 1 draft resolution, the 
attempt at plain speaking in a shared 
renewable tariff was the same old same old.   

t states that the “IOUs submitted 
their plans to implement the GTSR 
program, pursuant to ordering 

paragraph 2 of D.15-01-051. These plans 
were contained in the CSIALs, MIALs and 
JPIAL...” 

The many responses to climate change 
also include jellyfish blooms, which can 
wreak havoc on power plants.  

“In some cases, it's caused nuclear 
power plants to have near meltdowns,” 
Lucas Brotz of the University of British 
Columbia’s Institute for the Oceans & 
Fisheries,  told The Post. 

According to Brotz, warming ocean 
waters can cause jellyfish to expand their 
ranges, have more babies and hang out 
longer in certain spots. 

A concerned Wattson contacted the 
owner of the only operating nuke in 
California, the Diablo facility in San Luis 
Obispo. Owner Pacific Gas & Electric said 
blockage of Diablo’s intake by hordes of 
jellyfish “is relatively infrequent.”  
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There are several strategies for 
managing the dancing jellies, said Tom 
Cuddy, utility spokesperson. They include 
monitoring, automated screens that remove 
the jellies, as well as deployment of “an air 
bubble curtain system to disperse and 
deflect incoming aggregations of jellyfish.”   

Cuddle noted that it typically takes 
thousands of jelly fish to “overwhelm an 
intake.” In addition to quantity, it is also 
quality, that is, size matters. 

Climate change was directly responsible 
for a new opera.    

“CO2” had a three-week run at Milan's 
La Scala Theater last June. Director Giorgio 
Battistelli said it was inspired by former 
Vice President Al Gore’s 2006  
documentary, “An Inconvenient Truth.”  

Elsewhere, a greenhouse gas ode was 
written. It was composed by cello player 
Daniel Crawford. In his “A Song of Our 
Warming Planet,” Crawford put to music 
NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies’ 
global average temperature data from 1880 
to 2012. Creative, yes, but neither a 
blockbuster, nor good dancing music for 
jellies or others. 

What has become lucrative during these 
times of climate change is the theft of solar 
panels in Germany. In the state of 
Brandenberg, more than $567,000 worth of 
solar equipment was stolen between 
January and April of this year. In 2014, 
more than 3,000 panels were stolen, 
creating a loss of more than $805,000 
according to the FT. 

 
Philip Moeller is leaving 
the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission. In 
a brief statement Oct. 6, 
Moeller said he plans to step 
down at the end of the 
month to pursue other 
opportunities in the energy 
field. Moller, first appointed 
by former President George 
Bush in 2006, has completed two terms of 
office at the federal agency. 
 
Pacific Gas & Electric Company is seeking 
offers for10 MW of demand response in 
the first phase of its demand response 
auction mechanism pilot program Oct. 6. 

PG&E partnered with Southern 
California Edison and San Diego 
Gas & Electric to create the pilot, 
which enables demand response 
providers to participate directly 
in the California Independent 
System Operator energy market. 
Demand response programs 
enable customers to shift or 
reduce electricity consumption, 

adding stability to the grid during times of 
high demand. Responses to the utility’s 
request are due by Oct. 26. PG&E plans to 
issue another request for offers in February 
2016. 
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